Microwave Snacks and Desserts

DESCRIPTION Like most microwave
users you probably only use your
microwave for re-heating coffee or leftover
dinner. This book shows you the true
potential of the amazing microwave in your
kitchen.

Just because you dont have a kitchen doesnt mean you cant make desserts. These eight dorm microwave treat recipes
are all that you need. Sprinkle and enjoy this easy microwave dessert recipe! French Toast in a Mug. Source: Sugar
Stilettos Style. Chocolate Peanut Butter Mug Cake. Source: The Novice Chef. Microwave Mug Pizza. Source: Bigger
Bolder Baking. Microwave Scrambled Eggs. Microwave Caramel Popcorn. Microwave Potatoes. Snickerdoodle Mug
Cake. Make these easy no-bake desserts in no time. If you want to make desserts the lazy way (aka the right way), but
cant find any decent easy recipes, we understand the struggs. When ya . Microwave Birthday Cake Truffles. Toss in a
few ingredients and then use your microwave to zap a homemade treat in just a few minutes. Here are five
portion-perfect mugSatisfy those late-night cravings with one of these easy-to-make microwave dessert and treat recipes,
on Babble!All the mug cakes and desserts you can make in your microwave. Staying in tonight? mug and treat yourself!
These recipes are so fast, so simple and SO tasty.Need a quick chocolate fix? Try making this easy microwave mug cake
with storecupboard ingredients. Its even more delicious with a scoop of vanilla ice cream.Just stir, zap, and youre this
close to having a homemade dessert, straight from your microwave: Chocolate Mug Cake. Image source: 2-Minute
Chocolate Mug Cake. Nutella Hot Fudge. Chocolate PB Cake. Apple Upside Down Cake. Popcorn Brittle. Carrot Cake.
Pumpkin Quinoa Flake Cake. German Chocolate Cake. 5 Microwave Mug Meals (Mug Pizza, Chocolate Brownie &
More!) . Lunch, Snack, Dinner and Dessert including 10 exclusive recipes! Here, 16 single-serve dessert recipes you
can assemble in a mug and cook in the microwave in just minutes.All the mug cakes and desserts you can make in your
microwave. Staying in tonight? mug and treat yourself! These recipes are so fast, so simple and SO tasty.Whipping up
sweets is a snap with these easy and delicious microwave dessert recipes.
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